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Where is the battery separation switch? How do extension arms work on a skylight? When should water installations be cleared? We cover all inquiries about our car homes in depth in our various operating manuals, which contain step-by-step instructions on how our cars and specific accessories work. You can get maximum use from your engine if you are treated properly. Of course, if you can't find specific information, our official traders will be happy to help you at any time. 1 Table of
Contents 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 23 24 25 25 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 33 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 44 46 7 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 66 67 67 68 69 70 with all the rickshaws in the European market that we have been looking for since the Düsseldorf caravan salon, we know that at least a few of our American readers were hoping to see more trucks closer to home. While the landscape is quite different in North
America, a few major European brands actually have an American presence. One of the newest entries on the market, Carado launched the Compact Axion truck last year. This one/two sleeper van packs in a fantastic range of amenities, including a full bathroom, kitchen with microwave, sofa lounge/mobile workstation. In 2016, Erwin Heimer Group of Germany, a recreational car company of 24 brands including Himerkar, Burstner and Deltives, entered the North American market by
purchasing the Canadian camping company Roadtrek. The company swelled further last September when Us entertainment giant Thor Industries, whose brands include Airstream and Jaco, announced that it was acquiring Irwin Heimer to create the world's largest RV manufacturer. Erwin Heimer intends to work under Thor as before, which recently included expanding its footprint in North America by bringing in more German/European brands such as Heimer and Carado. In 2017,
Carado Accion and Banff trucks were launched, both designed specifically for the North American market above Ram Promaster. These trucks are quite different in the design and specifications of vlow camper trucks in the European market in Carrado, which was also launched in 2017, but they seem to be very functional for American couples and solo adventurers bitten by bug #vanlife. The Axion is the smallest of the two American carado van market, measuring at 17.75 feet (541 cm)
long. This is right about the same size as 17.7 feet (540 cm) Karman Danny 530, which is noticeable because, like Danny, the Axion includes a compact wet bath in the rear. The Axion Bath is slightly more enclosed than Danny's pop top bathroom thanks to the solid roof above, but it still falls short of the four-wall edited cabin. It's featured by privacy paper inside and double-van doors on the outside. The rear bathroom adds versatility, allowing drivers to load up long items through to the
central lane and the lack of solid front and rear walls creates Bathroom space that allows campers to slide in large items such as surfboards. The bathroom itself includes a sink folded down with pull out faucet/shower head, toilet and shower floor sink. What initially caught our attention about the Axion floor plan was a central convertible lounge, quite different from the occasional dining seats and back sofa lounges that we were looking for on European market trucks. The Axion Lounge is
centered around a longitudinal sofa on the driver's side, which at night turns into a twin bed for a single carriage or a double bed for the couple. So if your partner in crime is taking a break this trip and you are flying solo, you can only go with the simplest two beds conversion. The lounge area features a double bed, a double bed and a day floor at Carado Axion during the day, an equally versatile area. Install a table in the corner of the front couch for work and play, or install it between
the two rotating cab seats for a more traditional face-to-face dining experience. An available pop-up computer desk connected to the kitchen block across from the other end of the sofa creates a purpose workstation designed around punching keys on a laptop. The kitchen area located within the slideside side door includes an indoor/outdoor refrigerator/refrigerator L 88 L, double gas stove stove, sink and microwave 700-W. The expansion panel increases the workspace. Carado
Axion's Today's Axion configuration comes with standard Alde oven/hot water heater plugging into the propane tank 22-L. The air conditioner installed on the ceiling of 11,000 BTU is standard, as in a 105-Ah battery. Lithium batteries and a 200-watt solar system are optionally available. Axion is based on a 136-in (345 cm) Promaster Ram 1500 wheelbase with 280 hp 3.6-liter V6 engine and six-speed automatic. It offers 6.3 ft (1.9 m) of expanse and comes with standard navigation
infotainment system with Sirius XM and Bluetooth. The diameter capacity is more than 4,500 lbs (2,040 kg), and the standard package includes a Category 5 receiver. The water is held in 67-L fresh and 83 liters gray/black water tanks. Other notable features include an outdoor propane hook for the gas grill and the 11.5-foot (3.5-m) manual canopy. Axion prices at $71,833 ahead of options, and Carado is now offering a $3,000 incentive until the end of the year in the hope of clearing its
stock for 2018. This price is similar to the same length Promaster-based fun-based tofino road we looked at a few weeks ago, but for a very different layout and package. The five-minute video below walks you around and across Carado Axion and highlights some of the most technical features we haven't gotten to above (for example Hookhub sites). Carado Axion - Features and specifications Source: Carado 07-19-2018, 9:56 pm #1 Bronze Member Joining: Jul 2018 Location:
California Posts: 46 Carado Banff Notes I bought 2018 new Carado Banff about 3 weeks ago and drove it from California to Colorado (where i camped for 5 days) and back. Below is a list of notes that To Himer, he noticed that the owner's manual was very incomplete and had big mistakes. Indicates how documents, such as how to empty the black/gray water tank. Heimer told me that these documents do not yet exist, 1. Although I was connected to the strength of the beach, the energy
continued to go off, especially at night, although I only had a fridge and a BiPAP connected machine. I had to use my lithium-ion batteries to get a good night's sleep. Sometimes, I can get energy by resetting one of the batteries or by lounging the engine, but it exploded shortly afterwards. One of the batteries often won't come on when the voltage is low. Curiously, it didn't explode while I was using the microwave, but it seemed to reduce the voltage so that it didn't explode later. This was
very very disappointing, especially because this refrigerator does not work on propane when electricity is not available as RV refrigerators usually do. The lowest drawer opposite the toilet/shower opened four or five times while driving. Why aren't there stairwells? 3. The drawer next to the fridge has a very low back and a few things fell behind it (I cant reach them). I'll put a piece of wood or a cutting board at the back of that drawer to prevent things from falling 4. The kitchen sink stops
draining. I had to use the bathroom sink to wash the dishes. I have to fix that 5. Rear cushions keep falling to the ground while driving. You should be the best insurance 6. The guide is terrible and incomplete. There is a reference to figure 49.1, but it shows something other than what the guide says. There are references to how Tos seems to do not exist. For example, see the next point. 7. Measure gray/black water reading 2/3 full. The next day, it was 1/2. The next day it reads in full.
Stopped at the dump station there are no instructions, just a reference to how, which does not exist on your website. There are references to two values of grey and black water. I called for support, but the person I spoke to didn't have an answer. I found one valve next to the black water box I opened, and I flipped over the ball, and I could see the weight of the liquid in the pipes. I ran until something came out, but still reads the full guage 2/3. I think only gray water has been disposed of.
I'm still not sure how to dump everything or how to get help since supporting your phone people don't know. My understanding of the guide is that gray and black water is mixed into one tank, which is a serious design defect. This makes the reservoir fill much faster, and gray water, which is not environmentally hazardous, cannot be disposed of separately, such as plant water. 8. Bathroom sink release often gets stuck in an open position, and the sink will not close without manually
pushing the release back to the closed position. 9. There are no instructions on how to put covers for front and side windows. me To get the side covers to stay in place but the front cover kept falling. 10. Push ing on the battery cut key seems to have no effect (when i got home, it seems to work). The switch returns to its original location, there is no indication as to whether it is involved or not, I can not see any effect of pushing on the switch. 11. It would be useful to discuss the manual
reading the effort. It seems that anything over 13 is good, but somewhere around 12.4 or 12.5 power shuts down. I will camp without power on the beach for about a week in August, and I am worried that my fridge will not work and that my food will be spoiled even with solar panels charging lithium-ion batteries all day long. If the refrigerator is able to switch to propane when there is not enough electricity to turn it on, that would address the issue. I may have to bring ice cooler with me,
but one of the reasons I bought an RV was that I didn't have to deal with it. I'm not going to all over_12_in all__in all__in all___in all___inall___in-go/________in/1111/111111/_in-here-out/__________in/11.110000_111_120000_in-go-out/___11_11_11100__in/11_in-go--out__________outon_in well-out/_____________in_12inallinininallininallinin allinallininallinin allinallinin
all12511111111111111111511111511115555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555_______________________inininininininininininininininininin-to of in-to of of of was was you of--_of ofin-have was to-to of of was was you-you-have Was was you of to of of have was you-have was you of-of in-of_of_in_of_in-of_of in_of in en_in-ofin_of in-ofin-of_of in en-of ofin of en_in en_in en_in en_in en__in__of__in_of_inin___of__of_in
en______in_of inin en_in en_in of_____of_of_of inin in ofin ofin of______inin-of_of inin en_in of_______of_of in of________in ofin en_____________ininin out of en_in ofin en__in en__in en_of in-of You don't have to do it, you should do it your name will be blacklisted and you will be ostracized forever.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________I
think you have a combined black tank/gray tank. Have you read banff threads here before buying you? Lots of advice and explanations in those discussions. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________I'm not going
to_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________#5_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
We've heard a lot of them in Europe, but the debut here is getting poor reviews. It looks like fiat for rv industry. The person on duty answers!!! I hope you can get the bugs worked out without relying on too much warranty.... Maybe it's a malfunction, too.
Ron_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________In__________inwell/1111/1111/1111/12.120000000000000000000000000000000000000505005050505050505050505050505055050505055505055555555050555555555555505555550550505050505050505050505050505055555555555555555050505051515051115051111111___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________There
is one grey/black water tank for bathroom sink, shower, and toilet. There is a small water tank 7 grey gal for the kitchen sink. The guide was downloaded from the Carado website. Emptying a black/grey tank is the same as Zion and simplicity. Front alcove gray tank is gravity mute 07-29-2018, 7:06 pm #7 new member Join date: July 2018 Location: California Posts: 1 on the positive side.... 07-29-2018, 7:16 pm #8 Platinum Member Joining: July 2018 Texas Publications: 2,062 Quotes:
Originally Published By stevegoldfield I bought a new 2018 Carado Banff about 3 weeks and drove him from California to Colorado (where I was in the camps for 5 days) and back. Below is a list of notes you sent to Hymer. Note that the owner's manual is very incomplete and has significant errors. Indicates how documents, such as how to empty the black/gray water tank. Heimer told me that these documents did not exist yet, . . . If the refrigerator is able to switch to propane when there
is not enough electricity to turn it on, that would address the issue. I may have to bring ice cooler with me, but one of the reasons I bought an RV was that I didn't have to deal with it. First, welcome to the Steve Forum! Yes, you should be able to enjoy your home engine right off the bat. Unfortunately, car houses are complicated and full of why didn't they think about it and design a repair before x happened to me? Cases. You compress the routing time/learning curve by making an
immediate journey. I bought a used class b last year and luckily it was several months before doing our first trip. However, you encounter many things before and during our journey that need to be repaired, tightened, modified, replaced and so on. Some were because of its use, others inexplicable. Both that the plant would design it in this way, and that the previous owner did not take any corrective action. Continue to search for the owner's manual tips as well as help with this forum. As
far as the batteries go, your lithium should have had no problem running the refrigerator and using the light you describe for several days without recharging. My dual acid lead batteries are slim compared to yours and (provided they are charged by driving - which has always been) that would run our evening lights, TV/DVD, fans, oven, and refrigerator compressor overnight with a charge of at least 70-75% in the morning. Let us know how it goes. 07-29-2018, 07:28 pm #9 Platinum
Member Joining: March 2018 Location: Pennsylvania Posts: 100 Steve ... There are two sets of FB that should be a great help to you. One named Carado Accion. Obviously it focuses on Axion, but there are many similarities between the rigs. The other is called the Carado Owners Group which has many discussions focused on Banff. _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ WBO
59G| Active 1.0| Axion 07-29-2018, 7:52 pm #10 Bronze Members Joining: Jul 2018 Location: California Posts: 46 Some of the above problems or may be resolved. I didn't realize that the kitchen sink had its own grey water tank. When i drained it, my sink drained again. When I was using beach power, I wasn't aware that the inverter charges the batteries in this configuration. There is a sentence about it in the guide that you have missed. The next time I connect it, I'll do it and I have to
get better performance. Some others, I'm on the process before my next trip: I'm getting a backup camera and much better stereo Including cd player. I bought window covers with magnets and hopefully they work well. I joined Malik Carrado's Facebook group and learned a lot there. However, I like voltstart that will be included in the Banff 2019 along with a backup camera. I wasn't allowed to take more than a week to get to know the unit before taking a long trip. I also got some
incorrect information from the trader who told me, or at least that's what I understood, that the big black cover is a fresh water drain. In fact, that drains the gray water tank of the kitchen sink and the freshwater drain valve is further back and below it. So, I'm making progress. 07-29-2018, 9:41 pm #11 Platinum Member Joining: July 2018 Location: Texas Publications: 2,062 Quote: Originally published by stevegoldfield some of the above problems or can be resolved. I didn't realize that
the kitchen sink had its own grey water tank. When i drained it, my sink drained again. When I was using beach power, I wasn't aware that the inverter charges the batteries in this configuration. There is a sentence about it in the guide that you have missed. The next time I connect it, I'll do it and I have to get better performance. Some others, I process before my next trip: I get a backup camera and a much better stereo system including a CD player. I bought window covers with
magnets and hopefully they work well. I joined Malik Carrado's Facebook group and learned a lot there. However, I like voltstart that will be included in the Banff 2019 along with a backup camera. I wasn't allowed to take more than a week to get to know the unit before taking a long trip. I also got some incorrect information from the trader who told me, or at least that's what I understood, that the big black cover is a fresh water drain. In fact, that drains the gray water tank of the kitchen
sink and the freshwater drain valve is further back and below it. So, I'm making progress. These forums are great!. I've learned a lot of them 07-29-2018, 10:21 pm #12 Bronze Member Joining Date: April 2018 Location: Texas Posts: 28 This is what happens when you're a guinea pig from a new RV. You will be the one that takes a hit but to improve the ones that follow! 07-30-2018, 12:59 am #13 new member joining date: June 2018 Location: Virginia Posts: 9 Proxy Support and Pre-
preview delivery, it's a pity you have these experiences. The pre-delivery preview i received addressed many issues. I agree with you about the directory being incomplete. You compile a list of things you found to send to Carrado/Heimer. We've only had a banff for a few weeks and record about 1000 miles. We didn't have any issues other than mount TV that didn't stick well. I got some tips on it from the Carrado Facebook owners group. It's a very useful collection with creative ideas on
repairing or modifying Banff and Axion. Carado Accion Facebook Group is A useful collection. There are a number of people belonging to the Ebut groups. 07-30-2018, 03:20 am #14 New Joining A Member: May 2018 Location: Denver, Co: 13 Cardo-Himmer I Bought A Very Low Mile 2008 Winnebago Class B+ Offer This Spring. We have been camping in every different type of camping vehicle or preparation for more than 50 years. Because I'm somewhat unexpectedly upgraded and
very close to the summer camping season, I also thought I could handle trips immediately using manual, common sense, and the Winnebago 800 number. I wasn't mistaken any more even though I had a great long trip for the next two weeks, i was forced out boondocking several times overnight until I was forced to try things and must figure it out. Worked, I have seen a lot of manual challenges at hand and my confidence and knowledge have grown accordingly. A gentleman reminded
me when I was trying to fill the water tank and the water was going everywhere, that RVing is always a learning process. Most often you can't rush the learning curve. You just have to try different fuses and exploding circuits, find different ways and function selections together, put umbrellas up and down in different conditions etc. Things aren't always intuitive and many times the guide just doesn't make sense so you can figure out something and then reread it! My point is, give yourself a
break, take a lot of small trips where you can experience and learn all the expected and unexpected processes. You will figure it all out, you are not a doll, you are going to love your RV. Retreat a little on your high expectations that you will know everything right away and will reduce your anxiety! 07-30-2018, 3:36 am #15 Platinum Member Joining: July 2018 Location: Texas Posts: 2,062 Great First Nnewman Post! Welcome to the forum. 07-30-2018, 09:18 am #16 Silver Member
Joining Date: February 2018 Location: Bedouin Posts: 64 I've said it before and I'll say it again: Hymer Van One (exactly the same thing as Hymer/Carado Banff) is assembled so badly it's almost incredible. The (axion) is a little better van/banff is custom *2* hours to be built (shows). Axion gets 3 hours. However, the door falls off, lamenting the crusted surfaces very quickly, most of everything is fitted crooked, and a lot of plumbing and just plain old electrical do not work. You are waiting
for Hymer to finally get and start selling in North America because it in Europe is awesome. But no, they are the cheapest piece of u*t. I can't believe they're on their year model 3 and not a single design defect or quality/fit/finish has improved. Having a warranty is useless because people replying to phones or emails have no answers. The dealer closest to us practically begged me to purchace 2017 Axion which has been sitting in a lot for more than a year. $58, 000, which was loaded
with lithium 400, ecotrek, bottom generator, and yes, A/c runs off the battery/inverter completely, for several hours! But all the other things that were wrong or broken on loneliness - I just couldn't do it. Then the trader asked me if I took it for $55K. This says a lot Voltstart is coming to Hymer for 2019, and I expect that since it worked very well at RoadTreks, you'll work at all Hymer Vans too. But get this: Hymer wants $70K. I'm sure that by this time next year when a lot of them are still,
we'll be able to grab them up for $58K again. For this price, I was buying one and fixing everything. In the meantime, I'm going to stick to the truck I built last year. You can check it out on my YouTube or Instagram, both under the voice name Virgo. I mean this: Make Hymer or your dealer fix your van asap and give you accurate and correct user guide information! 07-30-2018, 3:42 p.m. #17 Platinum Member Joining Date: Jul 2018 Location: Texas Publications: 2,062 Quote: Originally
compiled by VocalVirgo I said it before and I'll say it again: Hymer Van One (the same exact thing as Hymer/Carado Banff) is assembled so badly it's almost unbelievable. The (axion) is a little better van/banff is custom *2* hours to be built (shows). Axion gets 3 hours. However, the door falls off, lamenting the crusted surfaces very quickly, most of everything is fitted crooked, and a lot of plumbing and just plain old electrical do not work. You are waiting for Hymer to finally get and start
selling in North America because it in Europe is awesome. But no, they are the cheapest piece of u*t. I can't believe they're on their year model 3 and not a single design defect or quality/fit/finish has improved. Having a warranty is useless because people replying to phones or emails have no answers. The dealer closest to us practically begged me to purchace 2017 Axion which has been sitting in a lot for more than a year. $58,000 which was loaded with lithium 400 and ecotrek and
lower generator and yes, on surface a/c works off battery/inverter completely, for several hours! But all the other things that were wrong or broken on loneliness - I just couldn't do it. Then the trader asked me if I took it for $55K. This says a lot Voltstart is coming to Hymer for 2019, and I expect that since it worked very well at RoadTreks, you'll work at all Hymer Vans too. But get this: Hymer wants $70K. I'm sure that by this time next year when a lot of them are still, we'll be able to grab
them up for $58K again. For this price, I was buying one and fixing everything. In the meantime, I'm going to stick to the truck I built last year. You can check it out on my YouTube or Instagram, both under the voice name Virgo. I mean this: Make Hymer or your dealer fix your van asap and give you accurate and correct user guide information! I saw your video when it first came out. I thought it was fair and showed a worrying lack of quality. Have you been back looking lately? To see if
the quality has improved? Provided you are not barred from entering the lot 07-31-2018, 06:37 a.m. #18 Platinum Members Join date: March 2018 Location: California Posts: 132 Following. 09-04-2018, 09:28 am #19 Silver Members Join date: February 2018 Location: Bedouin Posts: 64 Quote: Originally published by rowiebowie I saw your video when it first came out. I thought it was fair and showed a worrying lack of quality. Have you returned to look at modern models to see if the
quality has improved? Provided you're not allowed in too much, You're back in the camping world. A different one, obviously, because I prefer not to get shot, lol. I was so disappointed that the quality and fit/finish issues remain the same. I didn't bother to take the video. It's really unfortunate that (Himmer) isn't trying to do better and they just killed off Roadtrek 170 because they said the Chevy structure is being stopped. However, Chevy has not announced its suspension. Well, the 190
and 210 are on the same Chevy chassis (although the 170 was the smallest V and they haven't stopped yet. 09-04-2018, 2:37 p.m. #20 Platinum Member Joining Date: July 2018 Location: Texas Flyers: 2,062 Once Roadtrek leaves chevy structure, they will lose a small but sincere group of American body followers on the V-8 frame. I have Airstream Street (based on the Chevy 3500, only made '2010-' 2012). Drive and transfer combo is a monster, generally gets 15 mpg while hauling
9000+ lbs., rides &amp; decent handles, and is known to be mechanically reliable. Not quite as spacious as some class B, but if you are looking for a larger living space, then you should not be shopping for b.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I'm sure I have an AGM plus two lithium batteries. You can check fairly easily to see if you have lithium batteries, which are installed on the underside of the Banff as it is a regular ga. 13.1v is a good voltage on lithium batteries. If my nose voltage drops to 12.4v, the energy is either off or about to explode. I've seen a lot of higher voltages but not since Dan Neeley resetmy Balmar and Solar Controller. If you have lithium batteries and if they are Pastor H, then you most likely need to
change or hire someone to change the settings. If they are Pastor L, this is less urgent because Pastor L has built-in protection against overcharging. Some Banff owners have Pastor H and some have Pastor L. There are some documents in the Facebook news group about the settings you want. If the inverter actually draws 100W when it's on, this may explain why my power goes off at night when i boondocking even though I just turn it on to a BP. Suggests that I should leave the
inverter off at night and use the smaller lithium batteries I have for BiPAP. It can be a charge in the daytime when there is good production of solar energy. Page 3 Bronze Join Ing Members Date: Jul 2018 Location: California Posts: 46 AGM One is the standard on 2018 Banff. One option was to add two lithium iron batteries from Ecotrek. I'm sure I have an AGM plus two lithium batteries. You can check fairly easily to see if you have lithium batteries, which are installed on the underside
of the Banff as it is a regular ga. 13.1v is a good voltage on lithium batteries. If my nose voltage drops to 12.4v, the energy is either off or about to explode. I've seen a lot of higher voltages but not since Dan Neeley resetmy Balmar and Solar Controller. If you have lithium batteries and if they are Pastor H, then you most likely need to change or hire someone to change the settings. If they are Pastor L, this is less urgent because Pastor L has built-in protection against overcharging.
Some Banff owners have Pastor H and some have Pastor L. There are some documents in the Facebook news group about the settings you want. If the inverter actually draws 100W when it's on, this may explain why my power goes off at night when i boondocking even though I just turn it on to a BP. This indicates that I should leave the inverter off at night and use the smaller lithium batteries I have for BiPAP. It can be a charge in the daytime when there is good production of solar
energy. Production.
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